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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Kakaako Pumping Station is fine example of Hawaiian cut bluestone construction in the Industrial Romanesque style.
It is a single story, concrete and cut bluestone structure with a
series of gable and hip roofs covered with green tile. The central
portion of the building is a large two-story element, rectilinear
in form with a central, large, cut bluestone window opening. The
wall is composed of an irregular pattern of finely cut stone with
a rusticated face. The wall terminates in a curved gable parapet
with a crown, cornice ,and a .f^J-at r^isej. portion^ at-; the tpp- in. which
the date of, conj^truetxon, "1900," is included> ,vThere r ,is a, small
quarter round parapet trim which caps off the parapet*. Huge cut
stones are placed at the eave of the parapet wall and project slightly from the wall.
To the right of the central element is a small octagonal projection
with an octagonal hip roof. On three sides are rectilinear awning
type windows. The cut bluestone wall terminates in a projecting
cornice with crown moulding and a scalloped dental friez. The cornice is in the form of a crown moulding.
To the left of the central structure is a lower rectilinear element
with a hip roof. A large arched door opening springs from two scrolled capitals slightly projecting from the wall. At the base of the
arch are twp v cut stqne .bullejt shaped abutment?; designed to protect
the lower portion of the arch fr.om vehicles. At the south end are
triple arched, semicircle window openings with steel bars, and similar openings at the north end.
_
_.,
To the rear of the building is a large tower, approximately 80 feet
tall, tapering toward the tip, which terminates with a scalloped parapet cap similar to that of the building. The upper portion is plastered over brick with simulated cut stone pattern. The base being cut
stone similar to the rest of the building. The tower is connected to
the building by a small bluestone gable roof similar to the tile gable
roof of the main structure.
On the northeast corner, and to the rear of the building is a concrete block projection added at a later time. To the rear of the
building is another concrete block structure which was added at a
later time. Several other shed type structures and open enclosures
have been added at later times, irrelevant to the existing architecture.
To the rear of the building unconnected to the original structure is a
small, singletstory, rectilinear structure of similar form and style.
There are two levels of the crown mould cornice with one hip roof
slightly above the other. Small tin shed structiires have been built
around this building.
(continued)
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Architectural:^ The; structures -are an'" bxce 1"! eiat exampile 'o"f" Hawaiian eut 'blues-tone construction. in'"arr Industrial" Roinanesque
style) ereating :a" uWique" arbhl'tect^-iral character.

2.

Historic:

The buildings are associated with Honolulu's

first professionally designed sewage disposal system. The noted
New York Sanitary Engineer, Mr. Rudolph Hering, was retained by
the Republic of Hawaii in 1896 to draw up the original plans.
In 1896, the Republic of Hawaii hired Mr. Rudolph Hering, a Sanitary
Engineer from New York to plan an effective sewage disposal system
for the growing city of Honolulu. He recommended a "separate system"
whereby separate networks of conduits carry sewage and storm waters.
This system is still in use in Honolulu.
Work began on the system in 1899'." Th<5' vsewer-line£ were laid out in
a gravity flow pattern that terminated at a low,point at the intersection of Keawe Street and Ala Moaria Boulevard 1 Here, the Kakaako
Pumping Station, designed by O. G. Traphagen was built in.1900. It
housed steam-powered pumps that carried the sewage through a force
main out to sea some 1200 feet from shore.
In 1925 a brick addition was added on the southwestern side of the
1900 building. This structure housed additional pumps.; In 1938 construction on a new pumping station began on the southwestern side of
the existing structures. When this station was completed in 1939, the
original station was closed down. The 1900 structure was partitioned
with hollow tile walls and converted into a machine repair and maintenance shop. I n 1955 the Ala Moana Pumping Station opended on the \
southwestern portion of the lot. At this time, the 1938 structure
was abandoned but kept operable for standby purposes. It continues
to function in this capacity today.

Metcalf and Eddy, Engineers, Report To; Honolulu Sewage Committee
Upon Sewage and Sewage Disposal, Vol. 1, (Metcalf and Eddy: Boston,
1944) .
Interview with Mr. Raymond C. Y. Len and Mr. Robert Ishida, Division
of Sewers, City and County of Honolulu.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The Kakaako Pumping Station is a rectangular parcel of land bounded by
Ala Moana Boulevard on the north, by Keawe Street on the east, by TMK
2-1-57:7 on the southland by TMK parcels 2-1-57:15 and 5 on the west.
It occupies TMK land parcel #2-1-57:1.
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Directly to its rear is a rectilinear structure with plastered exterior finish, a large arched opening with a projecting lintel with
the legend "1940" incised at its keystone. The corners of the structure are articulated by projecting pilasters which terminate in a
slightly projecting beveled base for the structure. The wall terminates with cornice moulding similar to the original structures.
A Hawaiian hip roof with slight projecting gable and green tile
covers the building. This structure is
/
' , the actual pumping station, as it goes down approximately three floors with an open
well in the center and a great deal of pipe and machinery. On the
interior is a rectilinear fluted pilaster column, set diagonally at
each corner with a small moulded base and capital. Also, midway
between each corner is a similar pilaster protecting the wall. These
support a steel channel truss system that forms the hip configuration
of the roof. The roof itself is of concrete. On either side and to
the rear of the building are two arched openings with steel windows.
The area above the double glass and stpel entry door has a fan lite
configuration which reflects the vertical mullions in the door sash.
i
The buildings are set in a large lawned area adjacent to Ala Moana
Boulevard with a number of large palm trees and shrubbery.
To the rear of the complex are some similar industrial buildings
which are contemporary style. Currently the structures are being
used as machine and repair shops for municipal purposes. To the
right of the main structure, running along Ala Moana is a large,
cut stone, rusticated wall with large abutments at the corners and
recurring periodically with pyramiding caps.
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